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Using the rate constants obtained on the basis of independent transient measurements and density functional theory calculations, we perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the bistable kinetics of the \( \text{N}_2\text{O}-\text{CO} \) reaction on Pd(110) at 450 K. In the absence of lateral interactions, the MC technique predicts a wide hysteresis loop in perfect agreement with the mean-field analysis. With attractive substrate-mediated lateral interactions resulting in the formation of \( (1 \times 2) \) O islands and reducing the reaction rate inside islands, the hysteresis is found to be dramatically (about 5 times) narrower. This finding explains why the first-order kinetic phase transition experimentally observed in this reaction is not accompanied by hysteresis.

Because of their practical importance [1] and richness of behavior [2], the heterogeneous catalytic reactions (HCR) have long attracted attention of chemists, physicists, and mathematicians. Customarily, HCR are studied by varying governing parameters (e.g., reactant pressure). Since the early 1920s, such measurements were found to sometimes show a stepwise change in the reaction rate and adsorbate coverages (see Refs. [3–6] for a historical overview and recent studies, respectively). This feature, referred to as “a first-order kinetic phase transition” (KPT) (continuous KPT were predicted more recently [7]), is usually described by using the conventional mean-field (MF) kinetic equations, implying the adsorbed overlayer to be in the one-phase state, or MC simulations [4,8]. Mathematically, it represents a saddle-node bifurcation. If a governing parameter is varied back and forth, in agreement with the experiments, the corresponding MF models predict hysteresis. The available MC simulations [9] indicate that with decreasing lattice size, \( L \), the hysteresis may disappear but usually it happens at fairly small lattices (for \( L \) lower or about 20).

In real systems, the HCR kinetics are often influenced by adsorbate-adsorbate lateral interactions [10,11]. The effect of repulsive lateral interactions (such interactions result in order-disorder phase transitions) on first-order KPT has already been studied in detail [4,12]. The models with attractive lateral interactions have been analyzed as well (see [2(b),13]) but with the emphasis on the simplest reaction schemes, including molecular reactant adsorption and reaction, so that the stepwise changes in the kinetics are either lacking or occur due to lateral interactions. In this Letter, we scrutinize the likely effect of attractive lateral interactions on a true first-order KPT or, more specifically, show for a realistic reaction scheme how a KPT can be influenced by island formation. Physically, the island formation represents an example of phase separation and accordingly should be described in terms of the theory of first-order thermodynamic phase transitions. Thus, basically, our goal is to study the interplay of first-order kinetic and thermodynamic phase transitions.

To motivate our study in more detail, we refer to recent measurements [6] of the steady-state kinetics of the \( \text{N}_2\text{O}-\text{CO} \) reaction on Pd(110) at \( P_{\text{N}_2\text{O}} = 3.3 \times 10^{-6} \) Torr and \( 450 \leq T \leq 520 \) K. With variation of \( P_{\text{CO}} \) between \( 4 \times 10^{-5} \) and \( 2.5 \times 10^{-6} \) Torr back and forth step by step (with the time interval of 360 s) by a factor of about 1.5 (at \( T = 450 \) K) or somewhat lower (at higher temperatures), this reaction is found to exhibit a first-order KPT at \( T < 500 \) K. With decreasing temperature, the critical pressure becomes lower and, as expected, the corresponding ratio of the reaction rates of the high- and low-reactive regimes increases and reaches about 1 order of magnitude at \( T = 450 \) K. Surprisingly, a hysteresis was, however, not observed even at this temperature. The corresponding MF kinetic model based on independent transient measurements and density-functional theory (DFT) calculations was demonstrated to predict a well-developed hysteresis. Although the MF model makes it possible to quantitatively describe the reaction kinetics assuming the KPT to occur along the equistability line, the reason why in reality the hysteresis is either lacking or much narrower compared to that predicted by using the MF approximation or expected on the basis of the experience accumulated in studies of other reactions, is still open for debate. Here, we present MC simulations showing that the likely explanation of this discrepancy is that the reaction is accompanied by a first-order thermodynamic phase transition in the adsorbed overlayer or more specifically by the formation of oxygen \( (1 \times 2) \) islands (the structure of such islands is shown below in Fig. 3).

The reaction under consideration includes \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) adsorption followed by rapid desorption or dissociation with subsequent \( \text{N}_2 \) desorption. In fact, the latter three processes occur simultaneously with just after adsorption. For this
reason, all these processes can be replaced in simulations by a single lumped step,
\[(N_2O)_\text{gas} \rightarrow (N_2)_\text{gas} + O_{\text{ad}}\]
(1)
where the subscripts "gas" and "ad" correspond to gas-phase and adsorbed species, respectively. In addition, CO adsorbs reversibly and react with oxygen,
\[CO_{\text{gas}} \rightleftharpoons CO_{\text{ad}},\]
(2)
\[CO_{\text{ad}} + O_{\text{ad}} \rightarrow (CO_2)_{\text{gas}}.\]
(3)
The rate of step (1) rapidly decreases with increasing coverage. To be specific, we assume that this step occurs provided that $N_2O$ collides with a vacant site and the four nearest-neighbor (NN) sites are vacant. With these assumptions, the generic MF kinetic equations for the reactant coverages are as follows:
\[
d\theta_O/dt = k_{\text{dis}}P_{N_2O}(1 - \theta_O - \theta_O^3) - k_r\theta_CO\theta_O.\]
(4)
\[
d\theta_{CO}/dt = k_{\text{ad}}P_{CO}(1 - \theta_CO - \theta_O) - k_{\text{des}}\theta_CO - k_r\theta_CO\theta_O,\]
(5)
where $P_{N_2O}$ and $P_{CO}$ are the reactant pressures, and $k_{\text{dis}}$, $k_{\text{ad}}$, $k_{\text{des}}$, and $k_r$ are the rate constant of steps (1)–(3).

Typical steady-state MF reaction kinetics, calculated with the parameters $k_{\text{dis}} = 5.9 \times 10^4$ s$^{-1}$ Torr$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{ad}} = 4.1 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ Torr$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{des}} = 2.5 \times 10^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, and $k_r = 21$ s$^{-1}$ corresponding to $T = 450$ K, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (top panels). For validation of these parameters, see Ref. [6]. Note that due to repulsive CO-CO lateral interactions the CO desorption rate constant $k_{\text{des}}$ depends on coverage [6]. In the context of our discussion, this effect is of minor importance and accordingly neglected in order to reduce the number of model parameters. The value of $k_{\text{des}}$ used here corresponds to $\theta_{CO} = 0.25$.

On Pd(110), the oxygen adsorption is well known to result in surface restructuring with the formation of $(1 \times 2)$ "missing-row" islands [14]. During the high reactive regime of the $N_2O$-CO reaction, when the surface is covered primarily by oxygen, the LEED patterns are also indicative of the formation of similar $(1 \times 2)$ or $(1 \times 3)$ islands. In this case, the full-scale MC simulations of the reaction kinetics should explicitly include the O-induced rearrangements of Pd atoms. Such simulations would be far from generic due to the multitude of parameters. To keep the model as simple as possible, we take the rearrangements of Pd atoms into account implicitly by introducing effective strongly anisotropic O-O lateral interactions resulting in the formation of $(1 \times 2)$ O islands (the term "effective" implies the Pd-mediated interactions). Specifically, adsorption is considered to occur on a $L \times L$ square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. The NN O-O lateral interactions along the $X$ and $Y$ axes (in Fig. 3 below, these axes are horizontal and vertical) are considered to be, respectively, repulsive and attractive, $\epsilon_{in} = 3k_BT$ and $\epsilon_{im} = -3k_BT$. The next-NN O-O lateral interactions along the $X$ axis is assumed to be attractive, $\epsilon_{in} = -3k_BT$. To reduce the number of model parameters, the absolute values of the interactions introduced are chosen to be equal. The other lateral interactions are neglected.

The O-O lateral interactions influence O diffusion and reaction (3) between O and CO. We consider that the O and CO diffusion occurs via jumps to NN vacant site and employ the conventional Metropolis rule for the normalized probability of O jumps ($P_{\text{diff}} = 1$ for $\epsilon_f \leq \epsilon_i$, and $P_{\text{diff}} = \exp(-\epsilon_f - \epsilon_i)/k_BT$) for $\epsilon_f > \epsilon_i$, where $\epsilon_i$ and $\epsilon_f$ are the energies of an O atom in the initial and final states, respectively). The use of the Metropolis dynamics is physically reasonable because the O-O lateral interaction is predominantly attractive. Note also that the kinetics of the island growth is rather insensitive to the detail of the diffusion dynamics.

For the normalized probability of reaction between NN O and CO, we use $P_r = 1$ for $\epsilon_i > 0$, and $\exp(a\epsilon_i/k_BT)$
for $\epsilon_i < 0$, where $\alpha (0 \leq \alpha \leq 1)$ is the parameter taking into account that the effect of the lateral interaction in the initial state on the reaction rate can be reduced due to the lateral interaction in the activated state \[11\]. With $\alpha = 0$, this rule predicts that the reaction probability is independent of the occupation of adjacent sites. If $\alpha > 0$ (this is expected to correspond to reality), the reaction probability becomes lower in the situations (e.g., inside islands) when the reacting O atom has O neighbors in NN sites.

In MC simulations, the dimensionless probabilities of elementary events are obtained by normalizing the corresponding rate constants to the properly defined maximum rate constant $k_{\text{max}}$. In the reaction under consideration, the fastest process is CO diffusion, and accordingly we use $k_{\text{max}} = k_{\text{CO}}^\text{diff} + k_r + k_{\text{des}}$, where $k_{\text{CO}}^\text{diff}$ is the CO jump rate constant in the case when all the NN sites are vacant, and $k_r$ is the maximum reaction rate, i.e., the reaction rate constant corresponding to the configurations with $\epsilon_i = 0$. [Note that the rate constants, used here and below for the rates of elementary events are obtained by normalizing the corresponding rate constants to the properly defined maximum reaction rate, i.e., the reaction rate constant in the case when all the NN sites are vacant, and $k_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum reaction rate, i.e., the reaction rate constant in the case when all the NN sites are vacant.]

With the specification above, the MC runs consist of sequential trials to realize elementary events on a randomly chosen site. (i) If the site selected is vacant, the CO adsorption or N$_2$O dissociative adsorption are performed with probabilities $k_{\text{ad}}P_{\text{CO}}/k_{\text{max}}$ and $k_{\text{dis}}P_{\text{N$_2$O}}/k_{\text{max}}$, respectively. The N$_2$O dissociation is realized provided that all the NN sites are vacant. (ii) If the site chosen is occupied by CO, the CO desorption, reaction, or diffusion-jump events are executed with probabilities $k_{\text{des}}/k_{\text{max}}$, $k_r/k_{\text{max}}$, and $k_{\text{CO}}^\text{diff}/k_{\text{max}}$. If the selected event is reaction, one of the NN sites is chosen at random and the event is realized provided that the latter site is occupied by O and $\rho \leq P_r$, where $\rho$ $(0 \leq \rho \leq 1)$ is a random number (this reduction of the reaction probability takes into account the effect of the O-O lateral interactions on the reaction rate). If the selected event is diffusion, one of the NN sites is chosen at random and the event is realized provided that the latter site is vacant. (iii) If the site selected is occupied by O, one of the NN sites is selected at random and if the latter site is vacant the O diffusion-jump event is executed with probability $P_{\text{dif}}k_{\text{O}}^\text{diff}/k_{\text{max}}$, where $k_{\text{O}}^\text{diff}$ is the O jump rate constant in the case when all the adjacent sites are vacant. [Note that there is no need to perform a reaction trial on this stage, because it is executed on stage (ii).] (iv) After each MC trial, the time is incremented by $\Delta t = [\ln(\rho')/((L^2k_{\text{max}})$, where $\rho'$ is another random number.

To compare with the experiment [6] and MF calculations described, the MC simulations have been performed at $T = 450$ K with the same values of the adsorption, desorption, and reaction rate constants as in the MF case. In reality, at this temperature, CO diffusion is about 7 orders of magnitude faster than reaction (3). In our simulations, CO diffusion was 3 orders of magnitude faster than reaction (3). The CO pressure was increased and then decreased step by step by $2 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr. The time interval of 100 s between the steps was chosen to be somewhat shorter than in the experiment in order to compensate a smaller value on the pressure increment used in the simulations. The data points were obtained during the last 10 s of each step, using a lattice with $L = 200$. The increase or decrease of $L$ by a factor of 2 were proved to not influence the results.

First, we have performed MC simulations in the absence of lateral interactions. In this case, all the ingredients (except fluctuations) of the MC model are the same as in the MF model, and the MC and MF results [Figs. 1 and 2 (top panels)] are found to be in perfect agreement. The important point is that the MF model ignores fluctuations and accordingly predicts the upper width of a hysteresis. The observed agreement between the MC and MF results indicates that for the reaction under consideration the MC technique predicts the upper hysteresis width as well.

Second, we have executed MC simulations [Figs. 1 and 2 (middle panels)] with lateral interactions for $\alpha = 0$. In this case, the lateral interactions result in the formation of $(1 \times 2)$ O islands [Fig. 3(a)] but do not influence the reaction rate of NN reactant pairs. Despite the island formation, the hysteresis is found to be nearly the same as in the MF case [cf. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)].

Third, we have scrutinized the situation (with $\alpha = 0.5$) when the lateral interactions result in the formation of $(1 \times 2)$ O islands [Fig. 3(b)] and reduce the reaction rate of NN reactant pairs inside the islands. In this case, the hysteresis is found [Figs. 1 and 2 (bottom panels)] to be dramatically (about 5 times) narrower than in the MF case. In particular,
although the amplitude of the hysteresis is appreciable (close to that observed in the experiment [6]), the ratio of the upper and lower critical CO pressures is only about 1.3; i.e., the hysteresis is narrower than the distance between the data points in the experiment [6]. This seems to be the likely reason why the hysteresis was not observed in the experiment.

In summary, we have performed MC simulations of the bistable kinetics of the N₂O-CO reaction on Pd(110) by using the well-established reaction mechanism with the rate constants, obtained on the basis of independent transient measurements and DFT calculations, and taking into account the experimentally observed substrate-mediated formation of (1 × 2) O islands. For the key reaction step (3), we have employed three sets of lateral interactions making it possible to describe various physically reasonable situations. In the reference case (without lateral interactions and island formation), the MC technique and MF calculations predict a wide hysteresis loop. With the island formation, the width of a hysteresis loop is found to be appreciably narrower provided that the lateral interactions reduce the reaction rate inside islands. This finding helps to rationalize the experimental data obtained for this reaction [6] and is also of interest in a more general context. In particular, the physics behind the bistability in the N₂O-CO reaction on Pd is similar to that in CO or H₂ oxidation on Pt-group metals [4], and accordingly our results may conceptually be useful for the latter reactions as well.
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